IINJAZ TOKEN

WHAT IS IINJAZ TOKEN
IINJAZ token is a token built on the Ethereum blockchain (ERC-20). Aims to present the falconry
practice into the world of cryptocurrency and to give the falconers a chance to solve the problems
that they face which are treating their falcons and to get absolute knowledge. These problems
sometimes might be a difficulty in finding a veterinary for a diagnosis or sometimes it comes with
high cost, especially in the Middle East. IINJAZ token will help all the problems by introducing a
24/7 operating online clinic that will give a chance to people all around the world to treat their
falcons by using an IINJAZ token as a payment which will open another door for investors to
benefit their assets into this project.
What makes IINJAZ token unique is that the IINJAZ token will present not only the world's first
online clinic for falcons but also an educational site for people to learn about cryptocurrency from
IINJAZ token website and finally to provide IINJAZ Exchange around the middle east and the
world
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ABOUT IINJAZ
Token Name: IINJAZ Token
Smart Contract: 0x7453b01d746a72b6397e77c7d9de969fdbde5a99
Token Ticker: IJZ
Token Platform: Ethereum Blockchain
Token Standard: ERC-20
Total Supply: 270.000,000
IINJAZ Project: IINJAZ FALCON CENTER
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OUR MISSION
Our mission is to combine the world of Falconry practice with the technology
and to make it a place where it's never been before and that's not all, but
also to bring everyone together with us and to expand all over the world not
only in the middle east.
This project will keep the falconry practice alive to the next generation and
most importantly, by keeping it alive huge benefits come to the falconry
people and investors with the token. It gives more and it will last forever.
our mission has started and we welcome everyone abroad to this IINJAZ
Journey
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Roadmap

STAGE 1
Create Website
Launch Telegram Group
Launch Instagram Page
Launch Twitter/Facebook Page
List IINJAZ Token on XT Exchange

STAGE 2

STAGE 3
Opening IInjaz Falcon Center
Clinic
List IINJAZ Token on New
Exchanges
Market Cap $100,000,000
Launch NFTs
Launch IINJAZ Exchange
Create IINJAZ Crypto Chart
More to be announced
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Listing on Coin market cap
Listing on CoinGecko
Stake IINJAZ Token
IINJAZ Falcon Center App
Market Cap $10,000,000
Launch IINJAZ Educational
site
Launch IINJAZ Crypto Store
Launch IINJAZ Wallet

Our Project
Falconry is one of the oldest hobbies known to many to this day. The hobby is called the
hobby of the kings and the rich.
The falcon is one of the most beautiful birds and the fastest creature on God's green
earth, and it is strong and got skilled in hunting.
falcons hunters annually anticipate migratory falcons by passing through their areas and
hunting and selling them for huge prices despite strict laws and attempts to prevent wild
falcon hunting despite awareness and government to prevent this from happening.
The purebred and hybrid falcons produced by families and brought or imported from all
over the world are now facing diseases and injuries just like wild hawks. Where they are
dispensed when they are infected with diseases because, they take a long time to treat
and end up in the markets waiting for someone to buy and treat them, but most of them
die and here is the idea of establishing an IINJAZ Falconry Center was born.

About the IInjaz Center for Falconry project
Falconry is one of the oldest hobbies known to many to this day. The hobby is called the
hobby of the kings and the rich.
The falcon is one of the most beautiful birds and the fastest creature on God's green
earth, and it is strong and got skilled in hunting.
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Group One
Purchasing and qualifying the producer of marriageable age and
qualifying for a program of reproduction.

Group Two
The pure ones will be purchased and rehabilitated to release
into the wild to continue breed and support their reproduction
to save these beautiful birds and maintain it.

Group Three
Young healthy falcons may find a falcon breeder who buys
them and takes care of them, and the return is within the
working budget of the center. A large section will invest in the
digital IINJAZ currency as a kind of mutual support between us
and investment to provide continuous support for the IINJAZ
Falcons Center.

Group Four
Treatment and rehabilitation of falconers for reasonable
amounts.
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OUR SOCIAL MEDIA
Twitter.com/iinjaz_token
T.me/iinjaz.com/iinjaztoken
www.instagram.com/iinjaztoken
https://www.facebook.com/profil
e.php?id=100070693043985
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